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Things Fall Apart (Part 3) - Markets 
October 24, 2018 

 

 

Our story so far … 

Things Fall Apart (Part 1) – in politics we have what Yeats called a widening gyre, where a steady 

stream of extremist candidates, each very attractive to their party base, pulls all voters into a 

greater and greater state of polarization, leaving a center that does not and cannot hold.  

Things Fall Apart (Part 2) – in markets we have a black hole, where the massive performance 

gravity of passively managed U.S. large cap stocks pulls all investors into its clutches over time, 

subverting both the reality of and the faith in portfolio diversification. 

But the polarized electorate and the monolithic market are not stable. We are governed by the 

Three-Body Problem, where multiple bodies that act on each other – like stars and their gravity 

or humans and their strategic interaction – form a system that has no general closed-form 

solution. There is no algorithm, no Answer with a capital A, that solves the Three-Body Problem. 

Clear Eyes, Full Hearts, Can’t Lose – e a  ot ha e a  A s e  to p edi t hat’s e t, ut e 
do have a Process to succeed with whatever comes next. 

For every stock you buy and every vote you cast, the Process requires that you ask yourself: 

• What are the Narratives (story arcs) I am being told? 

• What are the Abstractions (categorizations) presented to me? 

• What are the Metagames (big picture games) I am playing? 

• What are the Estimations (the roles of chance) shaping outcomes here? 

• Am I acting to promote Reciprocity (potentially cooperative gameplay)? 

• Am I acting in a way that reflects my Identity (autonomy of mind)?  

Ummm … hi, Ben, I’m not asking you to tell me what candidate to vote for or what stock to buy. But I 

AM asking you to show me how to apply this process to my real-world political participation and my 

real-world market participation, because that’s by no means obvious here. 

It’s a simple question, Ben. WHAT DO WE DO? 

https://www.epsilontheory.com/things-fall-apart-pt-1/
https://www.epsilontheory.com/things-fall-apart-part-2/
https://www.epsilontheory.com/three-body-problem/
https://www.epsilontheory.com/clear-eyes-full-hearts-cant-lose/
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Heard. 

In this conclusion to the Things Fall Apart series, I’  goi g to sha e ith ou hat I’  doi g ith ith MY 
political participation and MY market participation. You can decide if my application of the Clear Eyes, Full 

Hearts process makes sense for you, and in what ways. It’s a lot to des i e, so I’  goi g to di ide it up 
into two notes. This note will be about what-to-do in investing, and my next note will be about what-to-

do in politics.  

Oka  … what-to-do in investing.  

To set the stage for this I’  goi g to use a comic book quote. I k o , I k o  … quelle surprise. 

In the Sandman comics by Neil Gaiman, Dream of the Endless must play the Oldest Game with a demon 

Archduke of Hell to recover some items that were stolen from him. What is the Oldest Game? It’s a battle 

of wits and words. You see it all the time in mythology as a challenge of riddles; Gaiman depicts it as a 

battle of verbal imagery and metaphors. 

He e’s the o e  uote f o  Gai a : "There are many ways to lose the Oldest Game. Failure of nerve, 

hesitation, being unable to shift into a defensive shape. Lack of imagination."  

I love this. It is exactly how one loses ANY game, including the games of politics and the games of investing 

… including the metagames of life. This is ’t just a pa tial list of ho  ou lose a  t ul  i po ta t ga e, it 
is a complete and exhaustive list. This is the full set of game-losing flaws. 

• Failure of nerve. 

• Hesitation. 

• Being unable to shift into a defensive shape. 

• Lack of imagination. 

Of these four, lack of imagination is the most damaging. And the most common. 
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In the comic, Dream and the demon Choronzon go through an escalating series of metaphors for physically 

powerful entities, culminating with Choronzon’s verbal imagery of all-encompassing entropy and Anti-life. 

Dream counters by imagining a totally different dimension to the contest thus far, by making the identity 

state e t, I a  hope.  Choronzon lacks the imagination to shift over to this new dimension and loses 

the game, at hi h poi t he’s apped up i  a ed i e fo  a  ete it  of to e t. 

What’s the poi t? The greatest investment risk I must minimize is not something that has already been 

imagined. It’s ot a e essio  o  a Eu ozo e isis o  a trade war or a bear market. No, my greatest risk is 

a failure of imagination in understanding how the game might fundamentally change. 

“o let’s put so e eat o  those o es. He e a e the th ee g eat already-imagined investment risks that 

dominate toda ’s ga e of a kets. Let’s all the  the Th ee Ho se e  of the Investing Semi-Apocalypse.  

The Three Horsemen of the Investing Semi-Apocalypse 

1. The Fed keeps on raising interest rates and shrinking its balance sheet, ultimately causing a 

nasty recession in the US and an outright depression in emerging markets. 

2. China drops the trade war atom bomb by letting the yuan devalue sharply, sparking a global 

credit freeze that makes the 1997 Asian financial crisis look like a mild autumn day. 

3. Italy and its populist government play hardball with Germany and the ECB in a way that 

Greece could not, leading to a Euro crisis that dwarfs the 2012 crisis. 

Are each of these risks a clear and present danger for markets? YES.  

Have I written A LOT about each of these risks? YES. 

Will I write a lot more in future notes? YES.  

Can you take steps to protect your portfolio from each of these risks? YES. 

Should you take steps to protect your portfolio from each of these risks? MAYBE. 

If any of these risks come to fruition, would you likely see a 20% decline in US equity markets? YES.  

Would you be happy about that? NO. 

Should you change your basic investment philosophy if any of these risks occur? NO. 

That’s ight. E e  if the Fed o  Chi a o  Ital  totall  lo s up ou  oz  a ket, ou do ’t ha e to ha ge 
anything in your fundamental investment philosophy. You can keep your 60/40 allocation. You can keep 

praying to the great god of diversification. You can keep your consultant. You can keep reading the same 

sell-side pablum. You a  keep liste i g to CNBC la e isk pa it  fo  e e  do  da . You can keep 

rejoicing at the big up days when central bankers save the day with their jawboning. You can keep your 

job, because everyone else will be just as smacked around as you are. 

Wh  do ’t ou ha e to ha ge ou  asi  i est e t philosoph ? Be ause these are VERY well-known 

and VERY well-discussed event risks. These are anticipatable event risks. There will be a light at the end 
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of the a e e  lo g  tu el. Will it feel like hell? Yes, it ill. But as the old sa i g has it, if ou’ e goi g 
th ough hell … do ’t stop. Whate e  ou’ e ee  doi g? Keep doi g it. With e ough ti e a d that’s the 
driving consideration for how much you must do to hedge or prepare for these Three Horsemen), you will 

survive the semi-apocalypse and come out fine on the other end. 

But there is a Fourth Horseman. And it WILL require you to change your basic investment philosophy. 

There is a future that toda ’s o o  k o ledge dee s i possi le, but I think is a distinct possibility. 

The Fourth Ho se a  does ’t e essa il  o e ith a % a ket de li e. It may not be as directly 

painful as any of its three junior partners. But it will change EVERYTHING about investing.  

The Fourth Horseman of the Investing Apocalypse 

4. Inflation is not a cyclical blip and inflationary expectations are ot o t olla le   the Fed 

ithout taki g politi all  sui idal a tio s. The  do ’t o it political suicide, and the world 

enters a new inflationary regime. 

It’s the o l  uestio  that lo g-term investors MUST get right in order to minimize their maximum regret. 

You do ’t ha e to get it ight i ediatel . You do ’t have to track and turn with every small perturbation 

in its path. But you MUST get this question roughly right. 

Am I in an inflationary world or a deflationary world?  

For the past 30+ years, we have been in a non-inflationary world. For the past 10 years, we have been in 

a deflationary world. I do ’t ea  that p i es i  lots of thi gs ha e ’t go e up. I do ’t ea  that i flatio  
has ’t ee  a o ste  i  a  pla es. What I ea  is that i flatio  expectations have been declining for 

30+ years, and they have been rock-bottom for the past ten. What I mean is that for a decade now, all of 

our investment behaviors – and by all of us I mean everyone from the smallest individual investor to the 

Chair of the Federal Reserve – have been predicated on the belief that a  the e’s o ha e of futu e 
i flatio  fo  ad easo s a u e  that has lost the o fide e of the o ld , a d  the e’s o ha e 
of future inflation for good reasons (robust economic growth). Instead, the most pervasive and powerful 

piece of common knowledge in investing is simply this: we are on a long gray slog to Nowheresville, a 

future of too much debt and not enough growth, a pleasant enough if thoroughly meh world. 

Each of the Three Horsemen of the Investing Semi-Apocalypse will create a severe deflationary shock.  

That’s h  ou do ’t ha e to ha ge ou  i est e t pla ook fo  a Fed-created recession, a China-

created credit freeze, or an Italy-created Euro crisis. You already know the deflatio a  pla ook. It’s hat 
ou’ e ee  doi g o  should ha e ee  doi g  fo  the past ten years. Just keep doing THAT. 

But if we enter an inflationary world, something that very few investors alive today have EVER experienced 

… ell, e e thi g ou’ e ee  doing for the past ten years will be a mess. Your prayers to the great god 

of diversification, at least as that god is manifested today as the Holy Long Bond, will go unanswered. Your 

embrace of the cult of Vanguard, at least as that cult is expressed today as the worship of passive index 
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funds, will give you pain rather than comfort. The very language that you use today to speak with other 

investors about core abstractions like Value and Growth will turn into gobbledygook. 

Toda ’s o o  k o ledge eje ts this Fourth Horseman of inflationary regime change. But, ut … 
demographics!, you hear. Do ’t ou u de sta d that De og aphi s is Desti ™, that e a e getti g olde  
and having fewer children, dooming us to the long gray slog? But, ut … technology!, you hear. Do ’t ou 
understand that robots and AI are going to replace all us mere humans, creating a world where our bread 

and circuses just get cheaper and cheaper? Yeah, I understand. I hear these narratives and memes, too.  

But that’s  poi t. We elie e that we are in a deflationary world because we are TOLD that we are in a 

deflatio a  o ld. That’s the o o  k o ledge. E e o e k o s that e e o e k o s that i flatio  is 
dead a d go e, that it’s a lo g g a  slog goi g fo a d, fo e e  a d e e  a e . 

It's hard to i agi e whe  you’re i ersed i  it, ut common knowledge can change. 

That includes common knowledge of the fundamental inflationary/deflationary nature of our world. 

I thi k it’s happe i g. I could be wrong. But that’s hat I’  t i g to i agi e. He e’s h  I think we are 

witnessing the start of a sea change in our economic world. 

Reason #1. Like I said, the Three Horsemen of the Investing Semi-Apocalypse are hugely deflationary in 

nature. Yet despite these well known and quite pregnant deflationary risks, inflation expectations are 

rising nonetheless. Want to imagine something? Imagine if one of these deflationary risks is resolved in a 

market-friendly way. Imagine what happens to inflation expectations and long-term bond yields then!  

And these Three Horsemen WILL be resolved. One way or another, these event shocks always are. They 

may be resolved in a market-friendly way, or they may be resolved in a decidedly market-unfriendly way. 

It may be a miserable year or two or three for markets if any of these guys comes galloping through. But 

one way or another, this, too, shall pass. A d hat ou eed to e thi ki g a out is … hat the ? 

Reason #2. The three major narrative Missionaries for markets – the Fed, the White House, and Wall 

Street – are each beating the drums for inflation. The ’ve all got their reasons. The Fed desperately wants 

to declare victory in its decade-long insistence that they can dispel the deflationary boogeyman, the White 

House desperately wants to grease the skids for a 2020 campaign by boosting asset price inflation and 

wage inflation any possible way they can, and Wall Street desperately wants both general asset price 

inflation and a good story about something to sell, hat’s alled a rotation trade. 

I’ e itte  a lot a out ho  e a  use Natu al La guage P o essi g NLP  te h olog  to a tuall  easu e 
this beating of the drums, to actually create a visual presentation of the narrative and sentiment dynamics 

of markets. It’s hat I all the Na ati e Ma hi e, a d it’s at the hea t of how we see the world at Second 

Foundation Partners. 

I o ’t epeat everything I wrote in April about the narrative dynamics of Inflation! in The Narrative 

Giveth and The Narrative Taketh Away, but I will give an update. The skinny of that note is that the 

narrative intensity in financial media accelerated dramatically in the 12 months ending April 2018 from 

the 12 months ending April 2017, that the narrative network map went from this: 

https://www.epsilontheory.com/the-narrative-giveth-and-the-narrative-taketh-away/
https://www.epsilontheory.com/the-narrative-giveth-and-the-narrative-taketh-away/
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Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Software used under license. 

to this: 

 
Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Software used under license. 

Each of the thousands of dots in these narrative maps is a separate unique article from Bloomberg that 

o tai s the o d i flatio , filte ed to eli i ate a ti les spe ifi all  a out i flatio  outside the US. The 

articles are clustered by the NLP AI on the basis of si ila it  i  o d hoi e a d st u tu e, a d the ’ e 
colored by time of publication (blue is earlier, red is more recent). Like I say, to read more about the 

methodology you should start with this note or check out the Quid website, but the point here is pretty 

obvious: the frequency, centrality and intensity of the Inflation! narrative has picked up dramatically in 

the financial media sources that serve as the megaphone for common knowledge creation. 

“o he e’s a  update fo  the  o ths e di g O to e  , 8, aptu i g the si  o ths si e the aps 
above were generated. 

https://www.epsilontheory.com/the-narrative-giveth-and-the-narrative-taketh-away/
https://quid.com/
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Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Software used under license. 

We’ e o e do  slightl  o e  the past 6 o ths i  a ati e i te sit  fo  Inflation!, mostly because the 

narratives of Trade War! and Midterms! have gotten louder and have soaked up our finite attention, but 

this is still a drum-banging map, for sure. 

Reason #3. As strong and as resurgent as the Inflation! narrative is today, the Budget Deficit! narrative is 

just as weak and fading. I’  goi g to p ese t this a ati e ap ithout o e t. It’s the su  total of 
the unique Bloomberg articles published over the past 12 months that contain the words udget defi it  

and have anything to do with the US government. 

  
Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Software used under license. 

Okay, a bit of a comment. 25 articles talking about the federal budget deficit versus 2,200 talking about 

inflation over the same 12 month period from the same financial media source. I am not making this up. 

The e is )ERO a ati e eatio  a ou d auste it  i  the U ited “tates. )ERO. A d as lo g as that’s the 
case, the political dynamic for inflationary debt-be-damned policies is unstoppable. 
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Reason #4. In exactly the same way that the Fed (and the ECB and the BOJ) spurred deflation with their 

zero interest rate policies, even though they thought they would accomplish just the opposite, so will 

central banks spur inflation now that they are raising interest rates, even though they think they will 

accomplish just the opposite. Wh ? Be ause it’s e a tl  the sa e d i e  fo  oth the e got deflatio  
he  e thought e’d get i flatio  phe o e o  he  the Fed as easi g a d the e got i flation 

he  e thought e’d get deflatio  phe o e o  that I e pe t o  that the Fed is tighte i g.  

The Fed’s si gula  goal i  all of its e t ao di a  o eta  poli  de isio s si e the G eat Fi a ial C isis 
has been to spur risk-taking from both investors (in the form of buying riskier assets than they otherwise 

would) and from corporations (in the form of investing more in plant, equipment and technology than 

they otherwise would). This is not a secret goal. This is the avowed purpose of quantitative easing and 

large-scale asset purchases and all that jazz. Of the two goals, spurring corporate risk-taking is far more 

important for our fundamental economic health and the Fed’s o t ol  of real-world inflation – either to 

get it moving or to slow it down. But this far more important goal of spurring corporate risk-taking DID 

NOT HAPPEN as the Fed created the most accommodative financial conditions in the history of man, 

because the Fed never imagined what the real-world response of corporate management would be. 

The Fed suffered a failure of imagination, and as a result they are now risking their maximum regret – 

a world where they do ot o trol  i flatio . 

I wrote about this in July 2017 in Gradually and Then Suddenly, when the Fed was just starting its efforts 

to turn the monetary policy barge around from easing to tightening, a d I ould ’t ha ge a o d toda . 

The money quote:  

The reason companies are ’t investing more aggressively in plant and equipment and 

technology is BECAUSE we have the most accommodative monetary policy in the history of the 

world, with the easiest money to borrow that corporations have ever seen. Why in the world 

would management take the risk — a d it’s defi itel  a isk — of investing for real growth when 

they are so awash in easy money that they can beat their earnings guidance with a risk-free stock 

buyback? Why in the world would management take the risk — a d it’s defi itel  a isk — of 

investing for GAAP earnings when they are so awash in easy money that they can hit their pro 

forma narrative guidance by simply buying profitless revenue? Why in the world would companies 

take any risk at all when the Fed has eliminated any and all negative consequences for playing it 

safe? It’s like goi g to a ollege he e g ade i flatio  akes a  A- the average grade. Sure, I could 

bust a gut to get that A, but why would I do that? 

In the Bizarro-world that ce t al a ke s ha e eated o e  the past eight ea s, aisi g ates is ’t 
going to have the same inflation-da pe i g effe t that it’s had i  past tighte i g les, at least 
not until you get to much highe  ates tha  ou ha e toda . It’s goi g to accelerate inflation by 

forcing risk-taking in the real world, which means that the barge is going to have to move faster 

a d faste  the o e it o es at all. I thi k that toda ’s head-s at he  fo  the o ld’s e t al 
banks — h  ha e ’t ou  eas  o e  poli ies created inflation in the real world? — will soon be 

replaced by a new head-scratcher — h  ha e ’t ou  tighte  o e  poli ies ta ed i flatio  i  
the real world? 

https://www.epsilontheory.com/gradually-and-then-suddenly/
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Okay, Ben, let’s say I believe you that the biggest risk to my investment goals is the risk that no one is 

currently imagining, and that a change in the inflation regime could well be that unimagined risk. 

My question still holds. WHAT DO WE DO? 

 

He e’s the t i k. We’ e trying to figure out a way to be responsive to our very real concerns about the 

Three Horsemen of the Investing Semi-Apocalypse, each of which is a severe but short-to-medium 

duration deflationary shock if it happens, against a backdrop of a potential long-term change in the 

fundamental fabric of our investing world, which is what happens if the inflationary Fourth Horseman 

comes to town. 

To pull off this trick we need to think about the nature of time and the exclusivity (or not) of states of the 

world. We need to think really carefully about the path that our portfolios will take in a probabilistic world, 

and our inability to predict the outcome of a Three-Body System. 

To pull off this trick we need to differentiate between the analysis we should use for questions of risk 

and the analysis we should use for questions of uncertainty. 

A risk is something where we can assign some sort 

of reasonable probability to its occurrence AND 

some sort of reasonable assessment of its potential 

impact, so that e a  al ulate hat’s alled a  
e pe ted utilit  … i  E glish, so that we can talk 

meaningfully about risk versus reward of some 

action or decision. Of ou se e’ e ot % su e 
about these probabilities and assessment. Of 

ou se e a ’t p edi t hat’s goi g to happe  i  
the future. But we can estimate the short-term 

future probabilities and we can constantly adapt to 

those ha gi g esti atio s, if that’s hat ou 
a t to do. To use Do ald Ru sfeld’s oft-maligned 

but in-truth brilliant characterization, a risk is a 

k o  u k o . 

An uncertainty is something where we either cannot assign a reasonable probability of occurrence OR its 

potential impact is so great that thinking in terms of probabilities and expected utilities and risk versus 

reward does ’t ake u h se se. In Ru sfeldia  te s, u e tai t  is a  u k o  u k o , and 

histo i all  the lassi  e a ple of a  u e tai t  as hethe  o  ot ou’d i  o  lose a ajo  a . In 

modern times, the classic example of an uncertainty is global climate change. Hold that thought. 

Modern financial analysis and modern financial advice is very proficient when it comes to decision-making 

u de  isk. I  fa t, that’s all it is. E e thi g that ou  o sulta t tells ou is ased o  de isio -making 

under risk. Everything that your Big Bank model portfolio tells you is based on decision-making under risk. 

Everything that Modern Portfolio Theory tells you is based on decision- aki g u de  isk. It’s all a  
exercise in maximization – maximizing your expected return over a series of risk vs. reward decisions – 
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and that works out perfectly well if you have stable historical data and well-defined current risks. Less well 

if you have unstable historical data and poorly defined current risks. Cough, cough. 

On the other hand, modern financial analysis and modern financial advice is useless when it comes to 

decision-making under uncertainty. Worse than useless, really, because you will get actively bad 

recommendations from an expected utility maximization machine (which is what modern financial 

analysis really is) when you apply it to questions of u e tai t . It’s like usi g a sa  he  ou eed a 
hammer. Not o l  do ou ha e o ha e of d i i g i  that ail, ut ou’ e goi g to da age the ood. 

The Three Horsemen of the Investment Semi-Apocalypse are RISKS.  

The ’ e poorly defined risks, a d e’ e goi g to talk a out that, but a Fed-driven recession, a China-driven 

global credit freeze, and an Italy-led Euro crisis are, in essential form, risks rather than uncertainties. That 

means that the right tool kit for figuring out how to prepare and deal with them is basically the same tool 

kit that every advisor and investor has been using for the past 30+ years. You diversify your portfolio with 

long-dated government bonds, you pay a lot of attention to taxes and fees, and most importantly, you 

don’t lose our ner e. You do ’t lose ou  e e at the top  le e i g up, a d ou do ’t lose ou  e e 
at the otto   selli g out. You sta  i ested i  a kets ith a stead  le el of isk, hi h is h  I’  a 
fan of the investment philosophy that underpins volatility-adjusted cross-asset i est e t st ategies … 
you know, what the witch hunter crowd calls Risk Parity. 

What this means in practice for many investors, maybe most investors, is that the right thing to do to 

hedge their portfolio agai st the Th ee Ho se e  is … NOTHING.  

I k o , I k o  … I’  talki g agai st  self-interest here, but my strong belief is that almost all investors, 

especially investors with a long time horizon, are making a mistake if they actively hedge their portfolios 

in advance against poorly defined yet well known event risks. This, too, shall pass, or maybe it never even 

happens, o  a e it does ’t happe  the a  e e o e thought it ould. I’ e see  aaaa  too a  
investors (civilians and professionals alike) zig when they should zag, close the barn door after the horse 

is out, overpay for insurance, tie themselves into knots … I’ e got a thousa d metaphors for misplaying 

prospective event risk with portfolio hedges.  

Now what I DO think is advisable, though, is to react to event risk once it actually happens. What I DO 

think is advisable is to have a plan for what to sell and what to buy. What I DO think is advisable is to 

measure the dynamics of event risk as it happens and is converted into market-moving narrative, and use 

that as the trigger for the plan.  

This is very similar to what a risk parity strategy does, which is why I like its philosophy so much. Risk parity 

reacts to a persistent event shock by selling the portfolio down as the realized risks go up. It’s ot t i g 
to p edi t hat’s e t. It’s ot t i g to eate alpha . It’s t i g to keep ou i  the ga e hile also t i g 
to keep you from being carried out. Endorsed! I think it’s the ight investment philosophy for dealing with 

these poorly defined yet well known event risks, albeit in a (too) systematic and (too) blunt form. I think 

it’s possi le to arry the reactive and profoundly agnostic investment stance of a risk parity strategy 

with narrative analysis and discretionary management. That’s hat I want to do with MY market 

participation. 
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What do you do about the Three Horsemen? You do ’t hedge ou  po tfolio i  ad a e. You wait until 

the Horsemen actually ride into town. And then you play the Oldest Game. 

• You keep your nerve and embrace the game, because you are prepared. 

• You do ’t hesitate to sell o  u , e ause ou ha e a pla . 
• You’ e fle i le e ough to get defe si e, because you know that the game may go against you. 

• Most importantly, you can imagine hat’s ne t, because you’ e at hi g the a ket-moving 

narratives develop in real time. 

This is the game to play over the next year or so, all the while setting up for the Fourth Horseman. 

The Fourth Horseman of the Investment Apocalypse is an UNCERTAINTY.  

And that requires a completely different tool kit, a completely different state of mind.  

The e’s a  u ge  to a  u e tai t , if ou elie e it e ists, that does ’t pe tai  to a isk. The 
o se ue es of a  u e tai t  o i g to pass i  a ad fo  … ell, that’s the a i u  eg et. That’s 

the path we MUST a oid. That’s the p o a ilit  e MUST minimize. 

I mentioned earlier that the best modern example of an uncertainty is global climate change, and I love 

the direct comparison to global inflation regime change. Both are unfalsifiable because neither generates 

any experimental hypotheses, both are unprovable in any sort of classical scientific fashion, and both are, 

in my opinion, true and real. I’ e fou d that eade s’ ea tio s to o e a e p edi ti e of thei  eactions to 

the other. If ou’ e esistant to the circumstantial e ide e fo  glo al li ate ha ge, I et ou’ e esistant 

to my circumstantial evidence for global inflation regime change. I get that. It’s oka . 

Both a e BIG. I do ’t thi k a o e eje ts the stakes here. And that actually makes my task of suggesting 

what-to-do a lot easier. Because unlike global climate change and the policies put forward to slow down 

o  e e se it, I’  ot t i g to e e se a thi g ith glo al i flatio  egi e ha ge. I’m not suggesting big 

a o poli ies to p e e t this, I’  suggesti g pe so al i est e t poli ies to su i e this! So long as you 

a ept the pote tial stakes of a  i flatio  egi e ha ge, I thi k it’s easie  to contemplate the merits of 

taking steps to minimize the really bad ending.  

Easier, but not easy. He e’s hat p epa i g ou  po tfolio fo  a  i t i si all  i flatio a  o ld e ui es: 

• Your long-dated government bonds will no longer be an effective diversifier. They’ll just be a drag. 

I et the ’ e a ig po tio  of ou  po tfolio toda . 
• Highly abstracted market securities will be very disappointing. Even somewhat abstracted 

se u ities ETFs  o ’t o k ea l  as ell as the  ha e. You’ll eed to get lose  to eal-world 

cash flo s, a d that goes agai st e e  it of fi a ial i o atio  o e  the past te  ea s. 
• Real assets ill atte  a lot, ut i  a ode  o te t. Mea i g that I’d athe  have a fractional 

ownership share in intellectual property with powerful licensing potential than farm land. 

• The top three considerations of fundamental analysis in an inflationary world: pricing power, 

pricing power, and pricing power. I could keep writing that for the top ten considerations. No one 

analyzes companies for pricing power any more. 

• When everyone has nominal revenue growth, business models based on profitless revenue 

g o th o ’t get the sa e aluatio  ultiple. At all. More generally, every business model that 
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looks so enticing in a world of nominal growth scarcity will suddenly look like poop. 

• Part and parcel of a global inflation regime change will be social policies like Universal Basic 

Income. I have no idea how policies like that will impact the investment world. But they will. 

• Perhaps most importantly, the Narrative of Central Bank Omnipotence will be broken. Central 

Banks will still be the most powerful force in markets, able to unleash trillions of dollars in 

purchases. But the common knowledge will change. The ability to jawbone markets will diminish. 

We will miss that. Because the alternative is a market world where NO ONE is in charge, where 

NO ONE is in control. And that will be scary as hell after 10+ years of total dependence. 

• God help us, ut the e’s a  a gu e t fo  Bit oi  he e. 

In practical terms, the g eatest o fli t et ee  the po tfolio ou ha e toda , the po tfolio ou’ll a t if 
a  of the Th ee Ho se e  o e a ou d, a d the po tfolio ou’ll a t if the Fou th Ho se a  appea s 

is in one particular asset class: long-dated government bonds. You have them today – a lot of them if 

ou’ e a  i stitutio al i esto  – a d the ’ e ee  g eat fo  ou. You’ e a little e ous a out the  toda , 
ut the  ha e ’t killed ou. You’ll e happ  to ha e the  if e get a deflatio a  sho k f o  o e of the 

Three Horsemen, very happy. But if the Fourth Horseman arrives, your long-dated government bond 

holdings WILL kill you. 

How do we reconcile all this? Partly through time, partly through planning, mostly through a state of mind. 

Meaning this: 

Today, your long-dated government bonds are a core holding. They should become a tactical holding. 

I do ’t ea  that ou sell the  to o o . I do ’t ea  that ou sell the  e t eek o  e t o th o  
next year. In fact, if we get a deflationary shock from a Fed-driven recession, a China-driven global credit 

freeze or an Italy-led Euro crisis, ou’ e goi g to a t to u  o e. This ta ti al holdi g  ill e a e  
large chunk of your portfolio. But make it a tactical holding. Make it something that you are willing to sell. 

Without hesitation. Without losing your nerve.  

Henry Temple, aka Lord Palmerston, directed British foreign policy throughout the mid-19th century, when 

B itai  as at the peak of its i pe ial po e . He e’s his g eat uote: "Nations have no permanent friends 

or allies, they only have permanent interests. We have no eternal allies, and we have no perpetual 

enemies. Our interests are eternal and perpetual, and these interests it is our duty to follow.”  

It’s eas  to istake the ideas a d the i est e ts that ha e orked for us for 30 years to be permanent 

allies. The ’ e ot. It’s eas  to lose ou  i agi atio  i  o side i g hat ight o k est fo  ou  interests, 

to cement allocations or asset classes as somehow sacrosanct to our portfolio. The ’ e ot. It’s eas  to 

o fuse a  e e t fo  a egi e ha ge. It’s eas  to o fuse a isk fo  a  u e tai t . The ’ e ot.  

A change is coming, friends. It always is. But with clear eyes and full hearts we can achieve the ending we 

deserve. Or at least minimize the chances of the e di g e do ’t. 
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DISCLOSURES 

This commentary is being provided to you as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The 

opinions expressed in these materials represent the personal views of the author(s). It is not investment research or a research 

recommendation, as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as a result of information 

contained in this document is ultimately your responsibility. Epsilon Theory will not accept liability for any loss or damage, 

including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such 

information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It must be noted, that no one can 

accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past performance is not 

a guarantee of future results. 

Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements. 

The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results or 

occurrences may differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee that 

any predictions will come to pass. The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market and 

other factors. Epsilon Theory disclaims any obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views 

expressed herein. 

This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. 

This commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who 

receive it. Epsilon Theory recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and 

encourages investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will 

depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. 

 

 


